Abstract-With the popularization of software version control system and defect tracking tools, large amounts of software development data is recorded. How to effectively use these data to improve the quality of software development, has become a hot topic in recent years. Software defect prediction technology can take full advantage of the historical data to build predictive models and automatically detect defective modules for efficient software test to improve the quality of a software system. But the class-imbalanced data makes the prediction model classifying a modules as a defective-free one easily, while the misclassification of defective modules generally incurs much higher cost risk than the misclassification of defective-free ones. To resolve this problem, we propose a cost-sensitive software defect prediction method using dictionary learning. It iteratively optimizes the classifier parameters and the dictionary atoms, to ensure that the extracted features (sparse representation) are optimal for the trained classifier; Moreover, we take the different misclassification costs into account, increasing the punishment on misclassification defective modules in the procedure of dictionary learning, making classification inclining to classify a module as a defective one. Experimental results on the 10 classimbalanced data sets of NASA show that our method is more effective than other methods.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, soft version control system and defect tracking system have widely used in software project, so that each code submission, each defect report comments are fully recorded. How to make use of these data to measure the efficiency, calculate the cost, and predict the quality of the products becoming a hot topic in the software development of big data background [1] . The software defect prediction technology can take full advantage of the software historical data to build the prediction model, which can accurately predicts whether the software module contains the defect and allocate the test resource to analyze the defective module in the early stage of the system development, thus reducing the software development and maintenance cost [2] .
The traditional software defect prediction mainly uses the classification technology of machine learning [3] [4] ， generally divided into two stages: the first stage is the feature extraction, analysis the attribute feature of input software model (such as Halstead, McCabe and others) ， generate feature vector. The second stage is the defect identification, using the previously trained classifier model to discriminate whether the input software module is defective. Commonly used method include Support Vector Machine (SVM) [5] , Naive Bayesian (NB) [6] , Neural Network [7] and so on. The performance of the traditional method is seriously limited by the software features, and the feature selection is the difficulty of software defect prediction, lack of common feature representation and feature selection algorithms. Through in-depth research on the characteristics of defect prediction tasks and defect data, we can find that sparseness is a general nature of defect prediction: 1) in general, the defect module is distributed sparsely in the software data set, that is, the number of defective modules is far less than defective-free modules in the software system, which makes the defect data has the class-imbalance characteristics [8] [9] ; 2) the software module to be tested is usually similar to the historical data of the project and belongs to the same, so it can be sparsely represented by a specific similar historical software module.
With the development of theory and application in Sparse Representation based Classification (SRC), it has been widely applied in pattern recognition, image classification, defect prediction, and so on [10] [11] [12] . Compared with the traditional classification algorithms, SRC has better discrimination and robustness, it consists of three parts: one is over-complete dictionary; the second is the linear representation under a specific sparse constraints based on the over-complete dictionary; the third is the classification according to the over-complete dictionary and the sparse coefficient of the input data. Wright et al. [13] proposed a SRC-based face recognition method that achieved good results. Jing et al. [14] are the first to apply the dictionary learning technology to the field of software defect prediction, and achieved good results by using the overcomplete dictionary prediction defect software module. However, the classification loss function of the method was defined as data sample reconstruction error, making the classification performance mainly dependent on the quality of the training data.
Based on the sparseness principle of software defects, this paper proposes a software defect prediction model based on cost-sensitive dictionary learning (CSDL) under the background of large data, and designs a projection firstorder stochastic gradient descent algorithm based on sparseness. The algorithm solves the objective function and verifies the validity of the above model and algorithm on the 10 class-imbalanced data sets provided by NASA. The method is divided into two stages: 1) training the overcomplete dictionary, extract the features (sparse coding); 2) training classifier according to the extracted features. Training dictionary to solve the sparse coding or training classifier parameters alone cannot get the ideal classification effect. In this paper, we propose a method to iteratively optimize the parameters of the classifier and the dictionary atom to ensure the feature extraction (sparse representation) under the optimal classification performance. At the same time, we take full account of the impact of different misclassification in the process of learning the dictionary, improve the cost of misclassifies a defective module as defective-free one, so that the resulting dictionary is more inclined to classification defect module. Because sparseness is a kind of non-related and versatile features, the model and algorithm proposed in this paper are superior to other traditional methods.
II. RALATED WORK The purpose of software defect prediction is to automatically identify software modules that contain defects, which are critical to ensuring software quality.
Menzies et al. [15] argue that software engineering data sets are class-imbalanced, using data sampling and lifting algorithms to improve the performance of the model. However, the sampling strategy will change the distribution of the source data, affecting the effect of the prediction. Sun et al. [16] proposed a coding-based integrated learning approach that transforms the class-imbalanced defect data into multi-class balanced data to avoid the class-imbalance problem by specific coding strategies. Jiang et al. [17] pointed out that the performance of the defect prediction model is affected by different misclassification cost. In this paper, on the one hand, cost-sensitive learning method is used to produce the smallest misclassification cost, which makes it easy to classify the defective module with higher misclassification cost, and reduce the class-imbalance problem. On the other hand, considering the different misclassification cost, so that the prediction model is more inclined to classify the defect module, thus improve the prediction performance of the model.
In the sparse representation based classification method, it is necessary to set the dictionary in advance. Wright et al. [13] used all classes of training samples as a dictionary coding test sample, and classify the test samples through minimizing the reconstruction errors. However, the dictionary which they proposed cannot represent test data efficiently due to the presence of noise in the original data set. In addition, the number of dictionary atoms is too large to increase the complexity of coding. Mariral et al. [18] proposed a discriminant dictionary learning method by training the classifier coding coefficients and validating them in the digital recognition and texture classification. As the classification loss function in the SRC is usually defined as a reconstruction error of data samples. Therefore, the performance of the classifier mainly depends on the quality of training data and cannot achieve good classification effect. Jiang et al. [19] integrated the identification of sparse coding error and classification error into a target function to improve the representation and discriminant of the dictionary, joint the learning dictionary with a linear classifier. Although the above methods can achieve better classification accuracy in the corresponding fields, the imbalanced defect data in the field of software defect prediction makes the learning dictionary tendency classification module as defect-free, and the cost of the misclassified defect module is far more than the defect-free module. Therefore, full consideration of this information can be more effective in improving the performance of defect prediction.
In this paper, we optimize the classifier parameters and dictionary atoms iteratively in the process of dictionary learning, to ensure that the feature (sparse representation) is extracted under the optimal classification performance.
III. COST-SENSITIVE DICTIONARY LEARNING METHOD FOR BIG DATA
This section describes the defect prediction process of CSLD method in two stages, and the concrete process is shown in Figure 1 . The first stage is to optimize dictionary and the classifier parameters iteratively; the second stage is the classification. In software defect prediction, a test module is usually similar to a partial history module and belongs to the same class (defect or defect-free class), that is, the test module can be compressed as a linear combination of a small number of the same class of modules in historical training data, this representation is usually sparseness. However, classification loss function in the SRC is usually defined as the reconstruction error of the data samples, it is heavily rely on the data quality, and cannot achieve good classification effect. Therefore, this paper presents a dictionary learning method, which optimize the dictionary atoms and classifier parameters iteratively, and applies it to the task of software defect prediction. In addition, there are two types of misclassification errors in the software defect prediction. The type I misclassifies a defective-free module as defective module, while the type II misclassified a defective module as defective-free module, the cost of them is different. In the process of dictionary learning, we fully consider the misclassification costs of type I and II errors to reduce the minimum misclassification cost and improve the prediction performance. Figure 1 . First, using KSVD [20] technology to initialize overcomplete dictionary D . In the iterative optimization stage, the sparse coding (feature extraction) a of training samples x in over-complete dictionary D is solved and used to optimize the parameters of the classifier; at the same time, in order to ensure that the sparse coding is under the premise of the optimal classification performance, we apply the algorithm 1 which is proposed in this paper to update the over-complete dictionary iteratively. In the test classification phase, the test sample solves the sparse coding in the optimized dictionary and inputs it into the optimization classifier. We use logic loss function as the objective function of the classifier.
Sparse coding depends on the over-complete dictionary, its representation is 1 2 ( , , , ), ( )
where i d represents a base vector in the dictionary, referred to as atom. Each sample x can be combined linearly by dictionary atoms, p a   is the coefficient of sparse representation of x in the dictionary, it is solved by Elastic Net [21] .
A. Feature Extraction based on Sparse Coding
Assuming that the software module sample space is X , the label space is Y , the training sample set is 1 2 { , , , } , x . In the software defect prediction model
, where "+1" denotes a defective module, "-1" denotes a defective-free module. Given training sample set 1 1
is the learned over-complete dictionary, 1 2 ( , , , )
is the sparse coding based on D , the sparseness is guaranteed by the 1 l norm of the matrix as a regularization term. It should be noted that each sub-dictionary should have the same number of dictionary atoms, in general, the number of subdictionary atoms is equal to the dimension of the data. Elastic Net is used to solve sparse coding coefficients:
It can also be expressed as a sparse coding for a single sample , namely:
where 1  and 2  are the regularization of the parameters used to balance these three terms. When set 2 0   , the above formula is a 1 l sparse decomposition problem. It should be noted that, must set 2 0   , to ensure that the objective function is differentiable.
B.Cost-Sensitive Dictionary Learning
In this paper, an optimal classification model is obtained according to the input feature for the minimum classification loss, and the cost of different misclassification is considered in the process of dictionary construction [22] . In the task of software defect prediction, we use Cost(+1) to represent the cost of misclassifying a defective module as defective-free module, and Cost(-1) represents the cost of misclassifying a defective-free module as defective module.
Using the iterative optimization sparse coding ( , ) i i a x D to train the classifier parameter W , and using logistic loss as a classifier objective function. Therefore, the loss function can be defined as: 
In the test phase, each test sample is sparsely encoded on the dictionary D according to the formula (2), and then the resulting sparse coefficients is used as the input of the previous optimal classifier. Finally, the test samples are classified according to the formula (4).
C. Optimization Algorithm
We constructing the projection first-order stochastic gradient descent algorithm (SGD) to solve the formula (4), using KSVD technology to initialize sub-dictionary for each class, as shown in algorithm 1. In practice, the distribution of data is usually unknown, we sample in a random sorted training set. In addition, in order to allow each iteration to sample more samples rather than sampling only a single sample, this paper adopts the minibatch strategy. In order to get stable results in the experiment, 200 samples were sampled at each time.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
This section introduces the experimental setup in detail, including the dataset, the evaluation metric and the analysis of the experimental results. The experimental data for this paper are based on 10 classimbalanced data sets provided by NASA, as shown in table II. The NASA project is the software system or subsystem of NASA, which contains static code metrics for software modules and the corresponding defect labels (defective software modules are labeled as " Y " , and defective-free module are labeled as "N"). The ratio of the class-imbalance, that is, the percentage of the number of minority classes and the number of majority classes ranges from 2.96% to 34.65%, the size of the data set namely the number of software modules is between 127~17001.
A. Experimental Subject

B. Performance Evaluation
Generally, the performance of the prediction model is evaluated synthetically by using recall, precision, type I error rate (Err1), type II error rate (Err2) and F1 value.
The metrics of model evaluation are defined as follows: Recall: The ratio of the number of modules correctly predicted as defect to the number of real defective modules.
Precision: The ratio of the number of modules correctly predicted as defect to the number of modules predicted as defect.
TP precision
TP FP   (6) Recall and precision are a contradictory measure, so it is not appropriate to use only one of them to evaluate the performance of the prediction model. The F1-measure can combine them to evaluate models, F1-measure is widely used in performance evaluation of prediction model and other software engineering research fields [12] . The calculation formula of F1-measure is the harmonic mean of recall and precision:
Type I error rate (Err1): The ratio of the number of falsely predicted as defective modules and the number of defectivefree modules in real. 1 
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TN FP   (8) Type II error rate (Err2): The ratio of the number of falsely predicted as defective-free modules and the number of defective modules in real. 2 
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From the above ratio relationship can be seen, Err1 is relative to the real defective-free module predict as defective module, and Err2 is relative to the real defective module predict as defective-free module, both of them should be used simultaneously. Due to the different costs of detection and maintenance of Err1 and Err2, the influence of the cost of misclassification on the model is defined by the Expect Cost of Misclassification (ECM) as shown in equation (10), where C1 and C2 are the cost of Err1 and Err2 respectively, corresponds to Cost (-1) and Cost (+1) in the cost matrix, Pndf and Pdf represent the prior probabilities of the defective-free modules and defective modules, respectively. In many cases, as the misclassification cost of a single class is difficult to obtain, the influence of different misclassification costs on prediction model is often analyzed by using the misclassification cost ratio instead of a single misclassification cost, as shown in equation (11). , without enough training samples, this parameter is set by cross validation; Finally, the maximum number of iterations is set to 500. In addition, similar to the literature [14] , in order to emphasize the influence of risk costs on the prediction model, according to the actual situation of the project, we set different C2/C1 values of misclassification costs.
In all experiments, if not specified, CSDL parameter settings are obtained through 10-fold cross validation, so as to avoid over-learning. Although our experiments verify that the choice of these parameters can achieve better prediction results, the finer parameter adjustment can further improve the performance of the algorithm.
D. Experimental Design
We designed different experiments to evaluate the proposed CSDL algorithm, and compared it with the defect prediction algorithms which are proposed in recent years, including Cost-sensitive Discriminative Dictionary Learning (CDDL) [14] , SVM [5] , NB [6] ， Coding based Ensemble Learning (CEL) [16] and Cost-Sensitive Boosting Neural Network (CSBNN) [17] .
Experiment one. Comparison of experimental results. The experiment was used to explore the effectiveness of the proposed method, and verify the performance of the CSDL algorithm. It was running on the 10 NASA datasets, and compared with 5 defect predictive algorithms which were proposed in recent years. We try to follow the parameters of the algorithm in the original document.
Experiment two.
The impact analysis of different misclassification costs rate, which explore the effect of predicted model performance under the different rate of misclassification costs. We set the misclassification costs rate of C2/C1 range from 1 to 10.
E. Experimental Results and Analysis
We compared the CSDL with SVM, NB, CEL, CSBNN and CDDL, using 10-fold cross validation on the 10 NASA datasets, and calculate 10 sets of evaluation indicators (the value of F1) respectively. We focus on the study of optimal performance of the algorithm corresponding to other two costsensitive algorithms CSBNN and CDDL, so it is not need to have the same misclassification costs among them. The results are shown in TABLE II. The last row of table shows the average F1 on all the experimental datasets, the best F1 are presented with boldface.
From Table II , we see that the average F1-measure of CSDL is the highest. Firstly, we compared CSDL with NB, SVM and CEL, CSDL can obtain the best F1-measure in all of the experimental data sets. For example, in the KC1 data set, the F1-measure of NB, SVM and CEL are 0.376, 0.295 and 0.352 respectively, while the F1-measure of CSDL is 0.446.
Secondly, we compared CSDL with two cost-sensitive algorithm CSBNN and CDDL. In order to obtain the optimal predict performance, we select different misclassification costs to different projects. Compared with CSBNN, among all of the NASA data sets, CSDL can obtain the better predict performance through adjustment corresponding misclassification cost rate. For example, in the PC3 data set, the optimal F1-measure of CSDL is 0.435, which is higher than CSBNN's 0.382. While the F1-measure of CSDL are not all higher than CDDL. For example, in the JM1 data set, the optimal F1-measure of CSDL is 0.380, which is less than CDDL ' s 0.395. In most cases, the F1-measure of CSDL is higher than CDDL.
In order to evaluate the performance of CSDL fairly and objectively, we make use of Wilcoxon signed rank sums test method to analysis the experimental results of F1-measure at a 5% significance level. That is, the performance difference between two comparison methods were statistically significant when p is less than 0.05. As shown in Table III , in all NASA data sets, only one value of p is larger than 0.05. Thus, the performance difference between CSDL and other five methods were statistically significant. We compared CSDL with other two cost-sensitive algorithms CSBNN and CDDL, and set different misclassification cost rate to analysis how it affects the module performance. We make use of evaluation index Err1, Err2 and NECM to describe the impact of misclassification cost rate on the overall cost. The performance of the model is evaluated synthetically by the F1-measure. Due to space limitations, only the experiment results of data sets KC1, CM1 and PC1 under the different misclassification cost rate are given, we set C2/C1 range from 1 to 10, as shown in Figure  2~5 . Figure 2~4 show that, with the increase in the misclassification cost rate, more and more defective modules were successfully detected, while the number of detective-free modules detect as defective modules also increases. The CDDL algorithm is more smooth in the Err1, Err2 indicators. CSDL and CDDL in the performance of NECM is always better than CSBNN algorithm. In the data sets KC1 and PC1, when the misclassification cost rate is less than 4, the performance of NECM on CSDL is not better than CDDL, but as the misclassification cost rate increase(larger than 5), the performance of NECM is significantly better than other methods. In the data set CM1, CSDL can get the best NECM performance when the misclassification cost rate is lower than 6, but the NECM performance of the CSDL algorithm decreases with the increase of the misclassification cost rate. In most cases, CSDL is always able to get the best NECM performance by effectively adjusting the misclassification cost rate.
In addition, the performance of three cost-sensitive algorithms on KC1, PC1, CM1 datasets is evaluated synthetically using F1-measure. As can be seen from Figure. 5, the F1 performance of the prediction model changes significantly with the increase of the misclassification cost rate. Although in some cases, the F1 performance of CSDL is not optimal, but we can always make CSDL algorithm to achieve better F1 value by adjustment misclassification cost rate reasonably. In the actual application scenario, the software module's misclassification cost rate is difficult to obtain. As a result, it is often necessary to obtain an optimal predictive performance through an extensive search process for the misclassification cost rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we propose a big data oriented cost-sensitive dictionary learning method to predict software defect, and use the logic regression classifier as the final classification judgment result. We iteratively optimize the dictionary atom and classifier parameters, and take full account of the different misclassification cost rate to improve the performance of the classifier. The experimental results show that our method has better detection effect than the other five methods, and can provide better support for software testing.
